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iUniverse, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****. In 1971, after buying their acreage in a very remote area of the
Colorado Mountains, the Wood family began to develop their dream ranch. The history and wild life
of the area provides a fascinating backdrop for their story of adventure and discovery in the
wilderness. From the first Americans to the mining era and the building of the railroads, Colorado is
steeped in the glorious history of the Wild West. The property was located in the middle of a cow
pasture with only marginal access and the closest electrical lines were over twelve miles away. With
no means of communication and the closest town twenty-two miles away, the family had their work
cut out for them. After surviving a devastating blizzard with thirty people in their home, they
understood the importance of understanding survival techniques. Their crazy but true experiences
are recounted with frankness and humor. By sharing his experiences and newly-gained knowledge,
Wood has saved many of his friends hundreds of dollars, offering his advice on energy systems and
the challenges of building in a remote area. Through perseverance and...
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Unquestionably, this is the best operate by any article writer. It is really basic but surprises from the 50 % of the ebook. I realized this ebook from my i and
dad suggested this ebook to discover.
-- Kacie Schroeder-- Kacie Schroeder

This pdf could be well worth a read through, and a lot better than other. It is amongst the most incredible publication i have got read through. I discovered
this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Sadye Hill-- Sadye Hill
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